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Application
The side entry agitators are used in process and storage tanks in the applica-
tions of the food-procesing industry.

The main application is the agitation of low viscosity products like wine, oil, milk, 
beer, alcohol, etc. in large volume tanks.

User Benefits
Versatile, modular hygenic design can be configured for minimum energy 
consumption gentle product treatment more uptime and higher yields due to 
low maintenance.

User Benefits
Double flushed mechanical seal,
Shaft and propeller lined with plastic material for use with
Corrosive product
Welded propeller with Ra< 0,5 um surface finish.
Motor shroud
Different propeller type.
ATEX motor.
HighFlow propeller.

Operation
These agitators are installed in a slanted position. The rotation of the propeller 
creates a flow that impales the product to the bottom of the tank and then 
raises up to the surface along the wall opposite to the agitator.

The effect is promoted if the bottom is curved. The agitator is installed decen-
tralized to enhance the circular flow. This a complote homogenization of the 
product is achieved.

Parts in contact with the product ..................................... AISI 316L
Lantern and bearing support ............................................... GG 15
Mechanical seal .............................................................................. C/SiC/EPDM
Gaskets ................................................................................................. EPDM
Surface finish .................................................................................... Ra< 0,8 um

Materials
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Selection Parameters
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Materials Options

Technical Specifications
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Propeller Type

HighFlow Propeller Marine Propeller

The desing of the propeller have a decisive influence on the
process engineering and mechanical properties.

Thanks to specific design of HighFlow propeller , it can be used

conventional propeller , it pumps more flow and delivers more
energy to fluid with low power consumption.
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Dimensions
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